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Abstract

Monitoring of sensor operation is important for detecting anomalies and reconstructing the correct values of the signals measured. This can be done, for example, with the aid of auto-associative regression models. However, in practical applications difficulties arise because of the need of handling large numbers of signals. To overcome these difficulties, ensembles of reconstruction models can be used. Each model in the ensemble handles a small group of signals and the outcomes of all models are eventually combined to provide the final outcome. In this work, three different methods for aggregating the model outcomes are investigated and a novel procedure is proposed for obtaining robust ensemble-aggregated outputs. Two applications are considered concerning the reconstruction of 920 simulated signals of the Swedish Forsmark-3 Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) and 215 signals measured at the Finnish Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) situated in Loviisa.

1. Introduction

Sensors are placed at various locations in a production plant to monitor its state and consequently operate its control and protection systems. Early detection of sensor malfunctions and reconstruction of the signals measured is then necessary [1, 2].

In real plants there are thousands of sensors whose signals cannot be effectively handled by a single reconstruction model [2-5]. A possible way to overcome this problem is by subdividing the set of signals into small overlapping groups, building a corresponding number of reconstruction models and aggregating their outcomes to provide the ensemble-aggregated output [6-11]. This latter task is crucial for the good performance of the ensemble.

In this work, three methods of aggregating the outcomes of the models in an ensemble are first investigated: Simple Mean (SM), Median (MD) and Trimmed Mean (TM) [12]. SM amounts to using all the outcomes of the individual models in the ensemble; MD considers only the central value in the distribution of the models outcomes; TM discards the outcomes in the tails of the distribution. A novel procedure based on the combination of the MD and TM aggregation approaches is then proposed.

The groups at the basis of the ensemble are generated by randomly selecting their signals [12-14]. This allows injecting high diversity in the group structure; for each group, a regression model based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [15-18] is developed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the three methods for aggregating the models outcomes are described. Two applications are illustrated in Section 3: the first one concerns the reconstruction of a data set of 920 signals obtained with the HAMBO code [19] which simulates the Forsmark-3 Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) located in Sweden; the second addresses the reconstruction of 215 signals measured at the Finnish Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) situated in Loviisa. The novel procedure is applied and tested on both applications. Conclusions on the advantages and limitations of the aggregation methods are drawn in the last Section.

2. Methods of aggregation of the outcomes of the models in the ensemble

Given the set of $n >>> 1$ signals $f_i$, $i = 1, 2, ..., n$, measured in the plant, a set of $K$ groups of $m << n$ signals are generated by randomly sampling the signals from the $n$ available [12-14]. The procedure is simple, allows a direct and fast group generation suitable for large scale applications, guarantees high signal diversity between the groups (and thus high diversity between the models outcomes, beneficial to ensemble reconstruction) and attains high signal redundancy, upon a reasonable choice of the ensemble parameters $m$ and $K$ [14].

The $K$ diverse signal groups generated are used as bases for developing a corresponding number of PCA reconstruction models. To do this, the data set $X$ of $N$ signal patterns available is partitioned into a training set $X_{TRN}$ (made of $N_{TRN}$ patterns) and a test set $X_{TST}$ (made of $N_{TST}$ patterns). The former is used to train the individual models, whereas the latter is used to verify the ensemble performance in the signal reconstruction task.

Each signal $i$ is present in a number $K_i$ of groups and thus a corresponding number of individual PCA models provide its reconstruction. Three different methods are here considered to aggregate the outcomes of these individual models: Simple Mean (SM), Median (MD) and Trimmed Mean (TM).

SM amounts to considering all the $K_i$ available model outcomes in a simple average [12, 14, 20, 21]; for the generic pattern $t = 1, 2, ..., N_{TST}$:

$$
\hat{f}_{i}^{E,SM}(t) = \frac{1}{K_i} \sum_{k=1}^{K_i} \hat{f}_{i}^{k}(t) \quad i = 1, 2, ..., n
$$

(1)

where $\hat{f}_{i}^{E,SM}(t)$ is the ensemble aggregate of the reconstructions $\hat{f}_{i}^{k}(t)$ of pattern $t$ of signal $i$ provided by the individual models $k = 1, 2, ..., K_i$ containing signal $i$.

The MD aggregation approach amounts to considering for the generic pattern $t$ of signal $i$ only the single outcome $\hat{f}_{i}^{k_c}(t)$ lying in the centre of the distribution of the $K_i$ model outcomes for that pattern, i.e.:

$$
\hat{f}_{i}^{E,MD}(t) = \hat{f}_{i}^{k_c}(t) \quad i = 1, 2, ..., n
$$

(2)
where $k_c$ denotes the index of the model whose outcome is central with respect to the reconstructed values of the $K_i$ models including signal $i$.

The TM approach amounts to discarding a fraction $\vartheta_{TM}$ of the $K_i$ outcomes of signal $i$ at the tails of the distribution and then simply averaging the $K_i^{TM} = (1 - 2\vartheta_{TM})K_i$ remaining outcomes:

$$\hat{f}_{i}^{E,TM}(t) = \frac{1}{K_i^{TM}} \sum_{k=1}^{K_i^{TM}} \hat{f}_{i}^{k}(t) \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$$

(3)

In a sense, the TM approach represents a compromise between the SM and MD methods, for it allows discarding the tails of the distribution while still considering multiple outcomes in the ensemble reconstruction of the signal. In fact, $\vartheta_{TM} \in \left[0, \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{K_i}\right]$, the lower limit corresponding to considering all the available outcomes (SM), the upper limit representing the case of using the single central outcome (MD).

Finally, to evaluate the performance of the ensemble aggregates, first the absolute signal reconstruction error is computed:\(^1\):

$$\varepsilon_{i}^{E, (SM, MD, TM)} = \frac{1}{N_{TST}} \sum_{t=1}^{N_{TST}} \left| f_{i}(t) - \hat{f}_{i}^{E, (SM, MD, TM)}(t) \right|$$

(4)

Then, the ensemble performance index is retained as the average of the absolute signal reconstruction errors (Eq. 4):

$$\eta_{i}^{E, (SM, MD, TM)} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} \varepsilon_{i}^{E, (SM, MD, TM)}$$

(5)

### 3. Applications

The applications concern the reconstruction of a set of 920 simulated signals of the Swedish Forsmark-3 BWR and a set of 215 signals measured at the Finnish PWR located in Loviisa. Table 1 reports the main characteristics and parameters adopted in the two case studies.

The PCA models have been constructed with the code [http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/multi/pca](http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/multi/pca), adapted to perform the signal reconstruction task of interest here.

The robustness of the ensemble has been tested on the reconstruction of signals when in presence of sensor failures, e.g. random noises or offsets. Within the proposed ensemble approach, a faulty sensor sends a faulty signal in input to the PCA models which contain that signal; each PCA model reconstructs the value of the signal by auto-associating the information.

---

\(^1\) In the application that follows, each signal of the validation set has been previously normalized in the range [0.2, 1], for convenience.
of the non-faulty signals in the model; finally, the ensemble aggregate of the individual outcomes of the models is obtained.

To verify the performance of the ensemble, disturbs are introduced in the test set of both case studies to challenge the corresponding ensemble in the reconstruction of the true, undisturbed signal. More precisely, the signals of a test pattern are randomly affected either by a random noise (with probability $p^{RN} = 0.12$) or by setting their value equal to the offset value of the corresponding sensor (with probability $p^{OF} = 0.08$); with probability 0.8 the signal values remain unchanged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study</th>
<th>Formark-3 Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)</th>
<th>Loviisa Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signals</td>
<td>Number of signals, $n$</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of patterns available, $N$</td>
<td>5463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of training patterns, $N_{TRN}$, in $X_{TRN}$</td>
<td>3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of test patterns, $N_{TST}$, in $X_{TST}$</td>
<td>1863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type of signals</td>
<td>Simulated with the HAMBO code [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Measured in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data set</td>
<td>Type of measurements $^2$</td>
<td>Start up, normal operation and shut down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normal operation and transients related to two outages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sampling rate</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrapping-optimized ensemble parameters $^{[14]}$</td>
<td>Signal redundancy, $K_i$</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation parameters</td>
<td>Number of signals per group, $m$</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of groups in the ensemble $^3$, $K$</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fraction $\theta_{TM}$ used in the TM aggregation</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of models used for the reconstruction of each signal by each aggregation method</td>
<td>SM: 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MD: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TM: 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Main characteristics and parameters of the two case studies

Table 2 reports the results for the two case studies in terms of the values of the ensemble reconstruction performance indexes (Eq. 5) on the test patterns obtained by the three aggregation methods on undisturbed ($\eta^{E,U}$) and disturbed ($\eta^{E,D}$) signals. In general, the results show the benefits of excluding some outcomes from the signal reconstruction. Overall, the MD ensemble provides the most accurate and robust signal reconstruction, with a slight improvement with respect to the TM technique.

\[ \times 10^{-2} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study</th>
<th>Formark-3 Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)</th>
<th>Loviisa Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

$^2$ Notice that in the Formark-3 case study both $X_{TRN}$ and $X_{TST}$ include signal measurements related to start up, normal operation and shut down conditions, whereas in the Loviisa case study transients related to the first outage are included in $X_{TRN}$, while those of the second outage are in $X_{TST}$.

$^3$ Once $m$ and $K_i$ are set, the number of groups to generate by random feature selection is obtained from the relation $mK = nK_i$. For a more detailed explanation of the procedure, the interested reader may refer to [14].
To further delve into the MD and TM approaches, their reconstruction capabilities on each signal are analyzed. For the Forsmark-3 and Loviisa applications, respectively, Tables 3a and 3b summarize numerically the comparison on the training and test sets between MD and TM in terms of the number of signals for which one method outperforms the other (i.e. $e_i^{E,MD} < e_i^{E,TM}$ for MD outperforming TM or viceversa) and the corresponding average error gain in using the best performing one. For the Forsmark-3 case study (Table 3a), approximately half of the signals are better reconstructed by MD and half by TM; nevertheless, on disturbed signals, the average error reduction achieved by MD is larger, i.e. the improvements of using MD are more relevant than those obtained with TM, even though on a slightly smaller number of signals; on the other hand, in the Loviisa case study (Table 3b), results show that on disturbed signals MD performs better on a large number of signals (more than two thirds) with a considerably higher average error reduction than TM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aggregation method</th>
<th>Number of signals for which the aggregation method is better / Average error reduction ($\times 10^{-3}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undisturbed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>356 / 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>564 / 0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3a. Forsmark-3 case study: comparison of MD and TM aggregation methods on undisturbed and disturbed training and test signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aggregation method</th>
<th>Number of signals for which the aggregation method is better / Average error reduction ($\times 10^{-3}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undisturbed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>78 / 0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>137 / 0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3b. Loviisa case study: comparison of MD and TM aggregation methods on undisturbed and disturbed training and test signals

On the basis of these insights, a novel procedure is proposed for combining MD and TM with the aim of exploiting the advantages of both methods. The idea is to define a reconstruction scheme finalized to discern automatically which method is the most effective for reconstructing a signal. The procedure (sketched in Figure 1) is based on the ensemble reconstruction errors obtained on the training set by the MD and TM methods. The conjecture is that if the training patterns of a signal are better reconstructed by one method (MD or TM), then the same method will better reconstruct also the
signal’s test patterns. The procedure is tailored with respect to the disturbed training signals for application to the reconstruction of the test signals (be it undisturbed or disturbed).

For each signal $i$, the ensemble reconstruction errors $e_i^{E,MD}$ and $e_i^{E,TM}$ by the MD and TM methods, respectively, are computed using the disturbed training set: then, the method by which reconstructing the test patterns of signal $i$ is MD if $e_i^{E,TM} > e_i^{E,MD}$ or, vice versa, TM if $e_i^{E,TM} < e_i^{E,MD}$ (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Sketch of the novel procedure for combining the MD and TM aggregation methods](image)

Table 4 reports the ensemble reconstruction performances on undisturbed ($\eta^{E,U}$) and disturbed ($\eta^{E,D}$) test signals obtained by MD, TM and the proposed mixed approach (MX) on the Forsmark-3 and Loviisa case studies. In both, the MX approach provides a more robust reconstruction of the disturbed test set, at the expenses of a negligible loss of accuracy on undisturbed signals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Forsmark-3 Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)</th>
<th>Loviisa Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>TM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta^{E,U}$</td>
<td>1.878</td>
<td>1.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta^{E,D}$</td>
<td>7.607</td>
<td>7.638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Ensemble reconstruction errors obtained with MD, TM and MX approaches on undisturbed and disturbed signals for the two case studies
5. Conclusions

This work addresses the problem of reconstructing the correct signal values measured by faulty sensors in nuclear power plants. The task is rather complex due to the large number of signals involved. A feasible approach to treat the high dimensionality of the problem is to resort to an ensemble of models for signal reconstruction.

To construct the ensemble, in this work the set of signals is first subdivided into small, overlapping groups by random feature selection. Then, one PCA-based auto-associative reconstruction model is developed based on the signals of each group. The outcomes of the models have finally been aggregated by three methods to obtain the ensemble reconstruction output: Simple Mean (averaging all the available model outcomes), Median (taking only the single outcome in the centre of the distribution of outcomes) and Trimmed Mean (discarding the model outcomes lying in the tails of the distribution).

These methods have been applied to two high-dimensional problems regarding the reconstruction of 920 simulated signals of a nuclear boiling water reactor and 215 signals measured at a pressurized water reactor. The advantages of discarding the outlying outcomes in the ensemble aggregation have been proved in both cases. A novel procedure has then been developed for combining the Median and Trimmed Mean approaches in a way to fully exploit their benefits. The procedure has been applied to both case studies showing an increased robustness in reconstructing signals affected by disturbs.
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